Holi Celebrations at eVidyaloka

On the occasion of the festival of colours, Holi, an exciting fundraising campaign was kick started. The funds raised were donated to the cause of education at eVidyaloka.

Campaign on Holi for Education of Children in Remote India

Children in Chachgura Center, Jharkhand Celebrate Holi

Assessments in Karnataka, Jharkhand and Maharashtra

80% teachers monitored their classes to ensure the children are properly taking their exams. Diagnostic III and assessments were also carried out in more than 10 centers of Karnataka.

Assessments were also carried out in KGBV, Jharkhand, and two of the existing centers in Maharashtra, Nandarkhe and Kolda, along with 8 diagnostic papers.

The current and the incoming Academic Year were

Tests Call in 4 New Centers of Maharashtra

Four new centers were identified in Maharashtra where there is good connectivity and support. The new partners, Baberid Ghaun, Hinwade Zabe, Sonewadi & Ukkadgaon, were on boarded in the presence of the Principal and few teachers in the presence of VVS (Vanchit Vikas Sansthan).

Visit to Sonewadi Center in Maharashtra

Vanchit Vikas Sansthan (VVS), the new partner of the Sonewadi center met to share a brief insight about the eVidyaloka model and its various functions. The field visit also included discussions with the Headmaster, Coordinator and the Class Assistant on the new Academic Year.

Encouraging Children Prior Examinations

This programme was carried out to motivate the students to appear for their exams with confidence. The students at the Dharwad center in Karnataka were given chocolates and few tips on exam preparations, in the presence of the school staff and Volunteer Teachers. A Test Call was carried out at the Gokarna Center in Karnataka.